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ReadingA
WODlan'S Mind

ARMINDER Duggal watched
the women who were rushing
home after the day's work, as
he waited at the signal light
near Church gate station.
There were women in saris,
salwar kameezes, trousers,

skirts, long hair, short hair, cropped hair,
painted nails, ringed fingers, high-heeled
shoes, sneakers, stylish leather bags, huge
shopping bags, lipsticked mouths, kohl-
lined eyes ... all kinds and mixes. It was diffi-
cult to tell what their mindsets were, what
magazines they read, or what they believed.

Duggal was the owner of a publishing com-
pany, Sagarika, which published four different
magazines in English and Hindi. He had been plan-
ning to start a magazine for women, what he called
'For the women in your family'. It was with this intent
that he had met Debu Guha, a media expert, to under-
stand from him what kinds of women preferred what mag-
azines. Their chat was interesting, but now as he watched the
variety of women, he wondered whether he would successfully
define his target audience.

In the light of the readership figures of other women's maga-
zines he had studied last week, it was almost unbelievable that so
many women were slotted across just three or four magazines.
Even so, the readership figures had confounded him. Along with
his marketing manager, Nakul Yadav,he had looked at the circula-
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tion figures of all these magazines and tried to
arrive at a conclusion. It was unbelievable.
"Which means there are only three or four
types of women. Doesn't make sense," he said
to Nakul, "but I don't have a good mind for
numbers. Let us talk to Debu Guha; he is very
good with these surveys."

Guha looked at the figures briefly, and
then said: "Circulation figures and readership
figures cannot be correlated to arrive at a co-
herent business decision."

"Why do you say that?" asked Nakul.
"Readership is not a good measure to
go by always because it is arbitrary,"

said Guha. "For example, reader-
ship numbers are not re-

ported for certain reasons
where it does not meet a

certain muster. Thus ifGrihaLaxmi's read-
ership is not pronounced in certain

states, it is not taken into account for
research there. So, the number in

those states is not generated at all!
And therefore, when you project

an all-India readership figure
for that publication, it is not
all-India, because it failed to
qualify for readership in
certain markets to be even
part of the researched ti-
tles. Whereas a compet-
ing publication might
even sneak in because it
meets that muster. So,
Griha Shobha may have
a huge readership ad-
vantage over Griha
Laxmi because chances
are that GL was not
measured for readership
in certain states, and GS
was and therefore it is
sparse; but very clearly, a

good number of readers
was not taken into account

at all. Now when you try and
correlate it with circulation

figures, what happens is that
you are probably looking at dif-

ferent time periods of evaluation,
during which period, a magazine

may have grown or shed circulation,
whereas readership is already there.

"Then again, circulation figures are
sales of copies, whereas readership is num-

ber of readers, which is how you are able to di-
vide one by the other and get readership per copy

(RPC). The point is that the readership of two publi-
cations, when compared, must be done bearing in mind

these caveats, otherwise, the comparison can be unfair."
Guha explained that the circulation figures as shown by the

AuditBureau of Circulation (ABC)could not be an accurate de-
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nominator, because ABC figures included
some kinds of sales, but not all of them. "Take
subscription sales," he said. "Very often ABC
will not take into account the number of
copies sold at more than 40% below cover
price. That is the reason Readers Digest is not
at all in the ABC figures. So too free subscrip-
tions offered by credit card companies, albeit
bought by them at low rates, are not included
in the circulation figures."

"Why should that be of any conse-
quence?" asked Nakul.

"It is of consequence because you divide
the readership figures by the circulation fig-
ures to get RPC, right? Now, you could be a
reader of Business Today that came to you free
as a member of American Express Cards, but
while you are counted for readership, your

subscription was not counted in the circulation because it was
sold below 60% of its cover price to Amex. So now you have an
arithmetical fallacy - you appear in the numerator as a reader,
but not in the denominator as circulation!"

That was why two similar magazines - similar in values, style
and frequency - could have vastly varying readership numbers,
said Guha. But he added: "Then again, you must understand what
constitutes 'reading ...Take a look at how readership is measured.
The enumerators show a series of magazine mastheads to the re-
spondents: 'Do you read this?' 'Yes?' Then she is ticked. Then he
asks, 'did you read the last issue of this one (to which she said yes).
If she says yes then she will be ticked as the regular, average issue
reader, but if she says: 'No, I didn't see the last issue of this' then
she is ticked as an 'irregular, occasional reader'. Thus, she may say
yes to a question like 'Do you read India Today?' whereas reality
may be that her husband is a subscriber and she has simply
flipped through it. The point is, that makes her a reader of India
Today whereas actually she is not. So a part of that readership is in
fact viewership, where her involvement with the magazine may
be very low."

Nakul was aware of some of these issues, but he had never
probed too deeply in the past. Now with Duggal's preoccupation
with a woman's magazine, he wondered what kind of women read
Femina. That would be a good place to begin, since he knew that
was the largest selling women's magazine. In Femina he would find
answers to what women read and what they liked. So he asked
Guha: "What kind of woman reads Femina?What is she like?"

"No magazine will be able to paint itself in such sharp hues for
you to define its character," said Guha. "The sharper views are
usually held by those who do not read it regularly. You will get a
very sharp definition of Femina or Savvy if you speak to the
Woman's Era (WE) readers. Likewise, a WE reader will not be able
to tell you why she likes WE, but ask a Savvy reader and she will tell
you why she will not read WE." .

Nakul was intrigued. "Okay, let us profile these magazines," he
urged. "That will help me understand what different kinds of in-
dian women read."

"Let us not say Indian women," said Guha. "Let's call them
English -speaking women of Indian origin, living in India. And
rather than profile the magazines, we will personify the reader
sets these magazines cater to. Now if you look at the commonIy-
read women's magazine in India, we can see that each personifies
a different kind of woman, be it fashion, attitude, what they eat or
cook and how their homes would look. So, let us personify them.
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For example, if she were to go to a party, what would a WEwoman
wear, what would a Femina woman wear and may be also, what
would a Cosmopolitan woman wear? If they were to invite guests
home for dinner, what would their cuisine be like? If they were to
tell their daughter how to prepare for the world ahead, what
would the mother's tips to her daughter be?

"Women fall into various slots across a wide spectrum - a gre-
garious hedonist at one end and a selfless, sacrificing type at the
other. But within these there will be shades. So there are these
women whose lives pivot around home-making, cooking and
managing homes. And there are those who do not like housekeep-
ing, who would like somebody to take it off them, or they just hate
cooking. Within these two spectrums you will find them leaning
variously towards the value profiles of WE, Femina, Savvy or Cos-
mopolitan slots." Nakul was beginning to see the shades. He won-
dered, given their different mindsets, what would they read and
why did they choose a particular magazine? But there was doubt.
He asked Guha: "Either we are saying that there are types of
women and they choose a magazine that is closest to their value
profiles. Or we are saying that magazines have a value profile and
women choose them as befits their mindsets."

IT'Sa bit of both," said Guha. "Take StarTY, for instance. When
it brought in alien values, some people identified with them,
some were curious, while others did not watch Star Tv. In the
days there was no Star, the first set was hesitant to talk about
those values. Star's contention probably was, 'if this is what

you have been longing to see, I have only provided a window, and
now that it is amplified you find your justifications in them which
you did not find earlier.' So they feed on each other. The same with
magazines. A WE type of woman may find WE a right mirror to re-
flect her values, and imbibes and practises it. WE, the magazine,
finds its constituency reflecting the same kinds of preferences
and values, which it professes. And why does WE profess those?
Because that is what its constituency wants and the constituency
wants it because WE gives them a justification to do so. That is
how they feed on each other. Magazines like Cosmopolitan are ac-
tually lifting the lid. They say that the contents of their magazine
already exists as a part of a woman's fantasy. It is like Liri!. Every
woman's fantasy, they say, is to bathe under a big waterfall sur-
rounded by that lovely green and splashing water. But their four
feet by four feet bathroom doesn't allow that. So, the closest they
can get to achieve it is by using that soap and imagery. So very of-
ten these fantasies are the hot buttons that brands or services use
to get under the skin of their prospective customers. And since
they want to achieve their aspirations, Liril gives them an outlet to
interact with their fantasies. Tfiis is what Cosmo does. Portray fan-

tasy, discuss it, detail it,and present it."
"Let us stay with Femina, WE and Savvy," said Nakul. "There-

fore, will a WE reader enjoy reading a Femina? Will she make that
shift, even if occasionally? Is there an aspiration?"

Replied Guha, "I will try to answer that using an analogy. I be-
lieve that food is a critical reference point for the Indian woman.
The food she cooks and serves will reveal a lot about her mindset.
So,whether a WEwoman will taste or savour a Femina or a Cosmo
or vice-versa can be seen in her cuisine. For example, a WE
woman usually goes in for a nice Imarti or phirni or kheer. If she
were to attend a party hosted by a Femina woman where orange
cheesecake is served, she would eat it, but won't be satisfied.
There will be intrigue, comparisons ('just like sandesh or ice-
cream, but not enough, certainly not for a party), which tells you
how she might respond to a Femina - okay, once in a while, but
not my style. On the other hand, if she were attending a Cosmo
woman's party - say her husband's boss' wife - and she is served
as dessert a brandy snap, a dash of cream, two strawberries and a
sprig of mint, she looks at it and giggles. 'Is this dessert or a sam-
ple?' But her own desserts are served thus: two gulab jamuns, two
malpuas, gajar halwa in a canape and ice cream. It's a meal. It's
largesse. And if you don't eat it, she will be upset.

"Even in their roles as hostess, so much is revealed. Dinner for
a Cosmo woman is an excuse for a get-together. She is going to
seek your attention and your approval through her guest list and
the liqueur and scotch she serves." Guha paused and said, "Try
and look into their mindsets, Naku!. The WE woman will call peo-
ple who know each other. She will be visible and make sure that
she is seen as the one who is hosting the party. Whereas the Cosmo
woman blends with the milieu, you will not be able to tell her out
from the crowd. She is not straining herself too much as hostess.
She would have involved herself in ordering the wines and
liqueur. The focus is on the short eats and drinks - the acces-
sories and brand names. But the dinner per se is not the high
point of the evening. Usually dinner is late and will be served at a
distance away and will not be the point of the action. The real ac-
tion will be 'here' where everyone is drinking and anyone who is
hungry can please eat and come back. Because eating is inciden-
tal; having fun is the main business of her events. It is not critical
that everyone eats together.

"But a WE woman will focus a lot on the main course and the
pre- and post -dinner fares, making sure everyone is eating, every-
thing is tasted, and is approved. Discussion at such an evening
will be around the food. For her, it is a ceremony. She announces
dinner, calls everyone to attention, and draws their focus to the
food stage saying 'let's eat and enjoy together'. So,you can see how
vastly different these two hostesses are."

"Given this, does that mean therefore that a WE
woman will not read a Femina either?" asked Nakul.

"She may read it," said Guha, "like she eats the or-
ange cheesecake, but may not be satisfied

enough to subscribe to it or buy it. Like she
may encounter it at the dentist's; she picks it
up, looks what is below, finds Outlook, gives
that a miss, searches some more, then
sights a Sarita or Saheli"

"Good!" said Nakul, "So will she read
Femina or Sarita?"

"My hunch is that people normally do not
switch across languages," said Guha. "This is

confirmed. In northern India, the language divide
is very clear. In the South you can move between
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Femina,Kumudam and Ananda Vikatan. Or WE and
Kumudam andAV. Because you are familiar with
both and at ease. But in the North you have ei-
ther graduated to English and therefore have
left Hindi behind, or you read Hindi and
browse through English magazines where
you might browse through the pretty pic-
tures and scan the headlines. But you will
staywithin your compartment of language.
So, between Sarita and Femina she might
browse through Femina more than get inter-
ested in Sarita. She might browse through a film
magazine instead of picking up a Sarita. Reading
Hindi,especially in the North, is a regressive step for
them." That intrigued Nakul. He said: "Fair enough, she
has already established her reading preferences with WE but she
willbrowse through a Femina but will not get involved with these
magazines. Yet, what within Femina is she likely to read?" Guha
thought a bit, then said: "I guess she will flip the pages hastily across
the features, slow down when she sees household tips, stop when
she sees recipes. Then she will look at the beautiful women and
wonder about their lifestyles. Femina for her is the rich, slightly
aloof cousin. She treats it courteously but reserves her right to
browseoccasionally and selectively, should she encounter it."

"And if it is Savvy that she encounters?" asked Nakul. "Will
therebe judgment in her mind?"

"Quite possible," said Guha. "She will sit with a filter, with her
defenses up, this is not a magazine she has accepted as part of
her system, she is going to look at it not with suspicion so much,
but with a certain amount of distance. The reason is, a Femina is
bearable for her, because it has its lineage in a WE ethos in the
past. It evolved with the Indian woman; it did not just become
what it is. But Savvy hits you in the face, right from the cover it-
self.It's about women who dare to speak out publicly about what
a WEwoman considers private. It is an activist magazine. So, her
barriers will be up and strong right from the start. Same with
Cosmo."Nakul mused for a while. A WE reader was entirely dif-
ferent, he thought. But Femina and Savvy had a lot in common
at least as far as modernity went. He wondered ifhe were to im-
bibe some of WE and Femina's values in his new magazine,
couldhe interest the Savvy reader? He asked Guha, u Okay, will a
Savvywoman read a Femina or a WE?"

"Seeit's like this," said Guha, "the WEwoman does not know the
Savvywoman so much. She hasn't graduated to that level, so there
willbe a bit of suspicion. But the Savvy woman 'knows' the WE
woman,her profile and mindset. So, she is likely to scoff it oil. She
willno allow that magazine to tell her anything. Femina is far too
sissyfor her. It's a lot about external beauty and attractiveness. A
Savvywoman is a toughie. A Femina woman is still delicate, femi-
nine,which the Savvy woman doesn't identify with. She is the sort
who,when her car breaks down, will open the bonnet and start
looJcingfor the symptoms. She has that image and the intent also."
Duggalwas intrigued by the changing trends in women. "My point
is,"he now said to Guha, "each of these magazines is so stereotyped
and straitjacketed, almost afraid to venture into old fashions or
newerones. But that does not mean that their readers are com-
pletelydevoid of adventure, provided it comes within their frame-
workofattitude and conformity. And this is what I want to do in my
magazine,retain the sanction of the old and talk about the changes
that could be made. Given that, how do I ensure converts from all
threecategories? It is difficult I know, but I do not believe that these
three types of women cannot coexist. They can and do under the

same roof across three generations." Guha mused. Then he said: "If
you are trying to find a lowest common denominator among all of
them and operate there, then your magazine will have no flavour or
body. What you could do is find a niche that interests all sets of
women. Like a cookery magazine or a make-up-only magazine
which comes without a defined value system, which does not pre-
scribe what a woman should be like. Ifyou are doing fashion, then it
will be fashion in every aspect of clothing and every kind of dress
wear, every season and very much rooted in India and for every
kind of woman, whatever her value profile - for slim anorexic
women, for fat women, for short women, for lanky bony tall women
- it treats every woman as a candidate for fashion that is cus-
tomised for her frame clinically, without getting value judgmental.
If it is value- neutral and primarily utilitarian that is when it will ap-
peal to a wider section of women. They will come to it without the
suspicion that this magazine will turn me into a certain kind of
woman with a certain kind of mindset. It's not out to convert you,
but it is actually meeting certain needs clinically, covering the en-
tire spectrum of those needs which a WEwoman may also have as
will a Cosmowoman."

BUTlet me say one more thing," went on Guha. "We have
looked at three magazines and tried to define the average
reader of these magazines. That is not to say that today's
women are so straitjacketed. Within this huge spectrum
you will find shades and shades of women who may not be

regular subscribers or buyers of any of these magazines for the very
reason that they do not identify with anyone of them. Yet,and this
is interesting, you will find that among women there are those who
are entirely fashion-driven, those who are entirely driven by cook-
ing and adventurous cooking, those who are parenting-oriented.
Such a woman will, if encountered by a Femina, flip over to the
recipes section and scan the recipes. She will do the same when she
meets a WE.For the rest of her reading, she resorts to an India Today
or an Outlook."

"More and more women are coming across thus," agreed Dug-
gal. "If they want interiors, then they will look for Inside Outside or
Good Housekeeping. They are not generally looking for an all-in-
one magazine."

Later, as they were driving back, Duggal said, "Nakul, we don't
need to slot women differently as a gender, you know. That's my
feeling. Just look at the various roles they play and provide them a
menu that is user-friendly. That is objective and delinked from
any defined value framework." But despite his confidence, as he
stared at the women pouring into the streets after work, he saw
numerous types of women, and wondered in what direction she
was evolving. "It's confounding," he said to Nakul. •
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ANALYSIS I: ASHOK'BHASIN

The Stereotype Trap
Ashok Bhasin is vice-president (marketing), Whirlpool Of India.

SHE is coming ... .'yes, she is com-
ing ... and emerging as 'the n~w, ....
the Complete Woman'. She is di-
verse, and has an attitude mostly
her own.

She talks freely about her hopes, fears ...
and dreams! More importantly, she doesn't
just talk about them, but controls most of
them. She is not a fiery feminist, but she is-
n't submissive either. Her consciousness is
raised and more than ever before, she is
fulfilling her inner ambitions. She seeks
variety in all that she does, whether as the
mate, the manager and, above all, the
home maker. It is this Indian woman who
could be a prospect for Sagarika's new
magazine.
From Information To Insights •••Without
The Understand.l.ng?
According to Guha, a definite kind of per-
sonality profile typifies the readers of each
magazine, and this personality can be best
defined by non-readers of the magazine.
While his approach might reveal some-
thing about magazines and their readers,
it oversimplifies the task. It considers only
the existing propositions and, by design,
excludes any new business opportunities.
And this simplicity could be a fatal flaw.
Magazines Are Stereotyped •.Consumers
Are Not
Take the example of Gauri and Supriya.
Gauri is a 'traditional conformist' and
Supriya is a 'modern aspirant'. Both buy
the same brand of premium tea. For Gauri,
this brand choice is a means of gaining ap-
proval from her family, while for Supriya, it
is a means of self-expression. Similarly,
women with totally different core values
can have the same outward symbol when
it comes to magazine readership. Outward
directed symbols could be indicative, but
are neither representative nor sufficient
for complete consumer understanding. A
robust tool to understand the core values
of consumers is imperative.

'n

A brand's franchise could have three
sets of consumers:
• Core Group: Empathises with brand
value proposition.
• Aspirants: May not empathise but as-
pire to the proposition.
• Extended Set: May not buy the brand
regularly, but is not alienated by its value
proposition.

There usually exists an 'excluded' set
which is alienated by a brand. Values of
consumers, other than those in the target
group, may have to be consciously ignored
so as to build a focused brand offering.
Reality Bites ..•
Nakul is intrigued by duplication ... is a WE
reader likely to read a Femina? Guha
believes that readership of a second maga-
zine is flirtatious and cursory, and alterna-
tive magazines are rarely bought. The in-
volvement is low except in special interest
sections like recipes.

To take an example, Savvy has a low
RPC, but enjoys high duplication. For SEC
A women readers of Femina, Cosmopoli-
tan and WE, Savvy is the most preferred
second magazine. RPC, along with dupli-
cation, could be a good indicator of maga-
zines that are being purchased as 'supple-
mentary'.

Women who read more than one mag-
azine may not be reading others flirta-
tiously, but they may be reading with a
high level of involvement. The same
woman is buying more than one maga-
zine, while magazines supposedly cater to
different personality types. Let's take my
neighbour. Among premium soaps Mrs
Bhalla buys Dettol and Liri!. In her percep-
tion, while Liril provides 'freshness', the
need for 'antiseptic protection' is best ful-
filled by Detto!.

Thus, within a category, a single brand
may not satisfy all the needs of a con-
sumer. The same could be true of maga-
zines! One magazine may not fully satisfy

'n
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all needs. In fact, the need for variety itself
may drive multiple magazine readership.
Understanding The Consumer •••The
Process
Understanding her life in genera!. Likes,
dislikes, moments that touch her emo-
tionally and those that repel.... What are
the symbols/role models in her life? Role
of media, entertainment and information
tools .... where do magazines fit in? What
are her rituals? Understanding inner val-
ues .... Relationships with magazines ....
What is the fit therein? Her relationship
with brands, perceptions, usage/rejection
set.. .. Where is the empathy, aspiration,
neutrality or alienation?

The above process should provide a
clear understanding of the market con-
struct, consumer segments, brand-con-
sumer relationships, need gaps .and hence,
throw up opportunities for Sagarika to ex-
ploit. It will then be possible to evaluate and
choose from the alternatives: a general in-
terest magazine that caters to a chosen seg-
ment or a special interest magazine cutting
across different consumer segments.

While Sagarika could create a loyal set
of consumers through the former, the lat-
ter challenges the basic principles of
brand building. Strong brands that gener-
ate long-term value are built by delivering
unique and differentiated offerings.
By becoming a 'value-neutral' offering,
Sagarika runs the risk of falling between
stools and hence taking a sub-optimal
route.

Maybe, the solution is not to intro-
duce a women's magazine at all, but to ex-
plore other publication opportunities
which may offer greater competitive ad-
vantages. Incomplete consumer under-
standing may allow a brand to define only
some elements of its identity. To define
complete brand identity, insightfulcon-
sumer understanding is critical, which
will help define a unique and compelling
value proposition. This, coupled with an
assessment of Sagarika's business vision,
its portfolio, core competence and a com-
petitive SWOT,should help provide the fi-
nal consumer offering that best appeals
to the target group.

To sum this up ... if you listen to her...
she will come!! •
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ANALYSIS II: SUSHIL PANDIT

Numbers HaveA Limitation
Sushil Pandit is director at the The Hive, a communication resource for brands and corporates.

WOMEN. As individuals, they are
mysterious. It is almost impossi-
ble to predict their preferences.
Guha, Yadav and Duggal could
keep trying till kingdom come.

But when women are considered as a
group, there is some hope. For, there is
something called the probability theory. It
is known to work. The trio could, then, be-
gin to read some sort of a pattern in what
these women do. After all, statisticians and
researchers do manage to make a living.
What would they do without the famous
lawof averages? NRS, that beacon all of us
use to find our way through the media-
maze, is essentially a bunch of averages.
Anda beacon it is. Finer issues apart, a lot
of bread and butter matters get resolved
through the runs that one does on the
PressEvaluation Model.

But then again, this pattern, that the
trio may attempt to infer, is best confined
toa relatively humdrum set of things. Such
aswhat Duggal observed while looking at
the evening traffic. Short versus long hair,
saris versus salwaar kameezes versus
trousers, shoes versus chappals versus
sneakers, etc. This much analysis is still
safe territory. And looking for the answers
inNRSis only fair.

But Duggal, Yadav and Guha are not
selling buckets or muffins. As publishers,
theyare selling merchandise for the mind.
Cerebral stuff. So they need to map mind-
sets. Is there a way to unravel the Indian
woman's mind? NRS can, at best, offer in-
sights into some measurables. These,
then, could be interpreted to paint a
broad-brush picture. It indeed is fraught
withrisks.

Well, our trio of Duggal, Yadav and
Guha seems like a courageous lot. The
case suggests that they set out to discover
the mindset presuming that it is mirrored
in the magazines they read. Now, the issue

is if that is the right assumption to make.
This is not the first time that some-

body is trying to measure intangibles.
Nothing wrong with it. Just that it is
tricky. One has to be careful about the
benchmarks because much of it is dic-
tated by the objectives. If you are trying to
find a niche to launch a new women's
magazine, which our trio is, one thing you
may not want to assume is that the exist-
ing magazines represent the entire mind-
set spectrum. Because, inherent in this
presumption is an admission that there is
no niche vacant. And the corollary to that
is simple. You either shelve the plans or
come only as a 'me too'.

To be fair to them, they have not said
as much. But short of actually saying it,
this is exactly what they seem to be im-
plying when they agonise over the kinds
of women there are. There is a lot more
that women read. And one is not talking
about the handful who reads news mags,
computer mags or business mags. It is
about large numbers that exist outside or
alongside the readership of women mag-
azines. I have known grown-up women,
hooked on Mills & Boons and Barbara
Cartlands. Some keep it a well guarded
secret. But a whole host oflanguage mag-
azines recognises this 'need' and survives
on serialised pulp.

The million-plus-copies-sellingMaiay-
ala Manorama and Mangalam,
Kumudam, Ananda Vikatan, or even Sarita
and the rest thrive on peddling romance,
'illicit' liaisons, and crimes of passion.
Most of their women readers come from a
perfectly traditional ambience. One plau-
sible reason could be that these magazines
provide much needed ventilation to the
fantasy-ridden minds groaning under the
burden of a conservative sense of morality.

Then, there are the women who can be
classified as the [unoon, Imtihaan, Khan-
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daan and Amaanat types. They are inter-
ested in other peoples' lives and to them it
is legit. They have an evolved nose which
seeks out the stories from behind the
bolted doors and shut windows. They have
a veritable third eye that can decipher a
swagger in the walk and a stray smirk and
know what is brewing inside. To them, the
Lalita Pawars, Durga Khotes and Dina
Pathaks of the movies and the small screen
are characters who live in the neighbour-
hood. Till the television took over, they
comprised the clientele of the Gulshan
Nanda genre of novels. There is still a large
market for such cheap fiction at the rail-
way stations.

And even if the reference point is
women's magazines, the lines between
them often get blurred. There are enough
women who shuttle between Cosmo and
Femina. Or, for that matter, Cosmo and
Womans Era, and Savvy and Cosmo too.
And if you think I am going overboard the-
orising possibilities, check out the dupli-
cation between these magazines. You will
find 59% of Cosmo readers read Femina,
40% of them read Womans Era and if you
thought Readers Digestwas the ultimate in
good Catholic upbringing with a surfeit of
morality, 61% of sizzling Cosmo-type
women read RD.

So, are there really any 'this' or 'that'
type of women?

Or, are we using these magazines as
looking glasses to see these women?

The case, it seems, says yes to both
propositions. And there is nothing wrong
with that. One, of course, is not to the ex-
clusion of the other.

But, what would you say to this hy-
pothesis - that in each individual
woman, there is a shade of almost all kinds
of women. And she uses these magazines
as mere looking glasses; to look at the
world outside, and also to look at herself.
To me, frankly, this hypothesis seems
more true.

So, no magazine can aspire to be a sur-
rogate for her personality or her mindset.
A magazine is, at best, one of the flavours
she indulges in, if at all. And therefore, if
Duggal ends up in a state of near perfect
equanimity, don't blame him much. Envy
him? Maybe! •


